FEEDING Hedgehogs
INTRODUCTION
Feeding and sleeping areas must be separate. This is to avoid disturbing a sleeping hog
when replenishing food and water. Other predators or hogs may also use the food or water,
which again will disturb a sleeping hedgehog.
A disturbed nesting female (noise of opening boxes, human smells, other hedgehogs) is
likely to abandon or even kill her hoglets, so it is important to leave sleeping hedgehogs
alone.
Food should be kitten biscuits (not treats such as Dreamies) or meaty cat/dog food in clean
dishes. Always provide plenty of fresh clean water in clean shallow dishes every day.

Meaty food can be in jelly or gravy and fish flavours are fine (see the diagram below on Fish
Flavours), they just might not enjoy it as much. Beware, flies in summer are problematic for
meaty food and in winter this will freeze so biscuits are preferable (and the biscuits are good
for their teeth). Check biscuits to ensure no milk in the ingredients.

Kitten biscuits are cheap, e.g. Tesco are £2.20 per kg and readily available. ‘Specialist’
hedgehog food can contain peanuts, sunflower hearts and mealworms – ALL of which are
bad for them, contributing to the fatal metabolic bone disease (see below). Fruit in some
will cause tooth decay and they are not able to digest these materials. These foods are also
much more expensive per Kg than kitten biscuits!
To prevent local cats or wildlife eating the food before your prickly visitor arrives, you can
make a simple feeding station. The water dishes outside the entrance will stop a cat getting
in - see 1. Cat Proof Feeding Station below.
Make food and water available 365 days of the year as some hedgehogs do not hibernate
all through, and some will wake regularly to move nests which consumes a lot of energy.
Safe food is therefore required and their natural food sources in winter are scarce - see
2. Hedgehog Diet. They are forced to then eat slugs or snails which carry lungworm, then
die of lungworm rather than starvation – see 3. Lungworm and other diseases. There is also
further information on 4. Mealworms and bird food about the dangers of these to
hedgehogs.
There is a ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ list further on for food – see 5. Feeding Guide – please note that
shop bought insects is on the ‘No’ list. This INCLUDES Calci worms as these can cause
impaction issues and there’s not enough evidence to say these are safe to feed in large
quantities (some rescues may provide these but in a controlled way).

How Much Food to Provide?
Provide enough biscuits so that there are a few left over with tell-tale crumbs!
If the dish is completely clear with no crumbs – it is likely a cat or other animal
has eaten the food – A feeding station is required. Hedgehogs leave crumbs
after they’ve been. Here’s an example – the dish was completely full and a
good 3 adults used it.

1. CAT PROOF FEEDING STATION
A simple feeding station can be made from an old
plastic crate. Cut a 13cm x 13cm hold and tape around
the sharp edges. Try to create a narrow tunnel
entrance leading up to the crate to avoid cats getting
in, and put something heavy on the top of the crate
such as a brick, to make sure it doesn’t blow away in
windy weather.

2. HEDGEHOG DIET

3. LUNGWORM AND OTHER DISEASES

4. MEALWORMS AND BIRD FOOD

6. DIET AT A GLANCE
`

Print out the useful guide below from Bertie’s Wildlife Rescue for feeding hedgehogs
and keep it handy for reference.
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